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(Almost) Free Email Hosting for Your Own Domain Name
Watch the full video at:
http://www.domainsherpa.com/free-email-hosting/
Google Apps for Business costs 60 dollars per year for email. I found an
email option for your domain name that only costs six cents per year. In this
tutorial, I am going to show you exactly how to set it up and use it. Stay
tuned.
This show is made possible by these awesome sponsors. A quick message
about them, then go check them out, then come back and watch this tutorial.
If you’re buying or selling a domain name or portfolio and you want an
estimate of it’s value, Estibot.com is the place to go. Just like you’d visit
Zillow.com to get an estimate of a house value, Estibot.com provides key
information about the most important statistics so you can make an informed
decision based on data.
Second: Serious about online trading? Secure your funds, keep your
merchandise safe, and use a company that keeps the buyer and seller
protected the whole way through. That’s Escrow.com. Payments you can
trust.
Finally, if you’re a domain name investor, don’t you have unique legal needs
that require domain name technical know-how and industry experience?
That’s why you need David Weslow of Wiley Rein. Go search for David
Weslow on DomainSherpa, watch his interview and you can see for yourself
that he can clearly explain issues, can help you with buy/sell agreements, deal
with website content issues and UDRP actions, and even help you write your
website terms and conditions. David Weslow is the lawyer to call for Internet
legal issues. See for yourself at DavidWeslow.com.
Michael Cyger: Hey Sherpa Network. My name is Michael Cyger, and I'm
the Publisher of DomainSherpa.com - the website where you can learn how
to become a successful domain name investor or entrepreneur directly from
the experts.
Michael Cyger (DomainSherpa.com)
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While setting up Google Apps for Business will give you a real secure email
address for your own domain name, it costs 60 dollars per year. How about
an email account that only costs six cents per year? That is the focus of this
tutorial.
There are many reasons why you may want to setup a free or close to it email
account for your domain name. You may want to only send a few emails
from an account and you do not need it long-term, or you may want to
receive emails to a particular email account on your domain name, or you
may want to play a practical joke on some friends. I remember Shane Cultra
of DomainShane.com sharing an April Fool's prank on a recent
DomainSherpa Review of how he would send emails from the City.org
domain name he owns, telling his friends they were late paying business
taxes. Google used to offer Gmail for free on domain names, but stopped
offering it years ago. Today I found a new option for you.
The service is called Pawnmail.com, and it is offered by Andrew Belt, a
student at the University of Tennessee. You can read more about Andrew by
clicking his name on the Pawnmail.com website. So, it is not a service
offered by a company, but more of a labor of love offered by a programmer
who is willing to share his awesome service with the world. The website
reads, "Email hosting for custom domains. 2GB of storage free forever."
If you are so enclined after watching this tutorial that you want to use this
service, I suggest you make a nominal donation to him via the links he
provides at Pawnmail.com. I also want to point out that messages that you
send and receive through Pawnmail are stored unencrypted on his servers.
That means that if a hacker were to access his server, they could download all
of the email and read it. Andrew provides instructions on how to use PGP
encryption for your mail stored on the Pawnmail server, but if you are like
me, that sounds like Greek. So, I will use Pawnmail for the reasons I
mentioned earlier, and if I need email for an operating business that I need
secure, then I will use Google Apps.
Let's get into how Pawnmail works.
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Start on the register domain link at the top of the page. Type in the domain
name that you want to use for your email as well as a password. Make sure
the password is secure by making it at least 10 characters and using numbers,
upper and lower case letters, and throw in a few special characters. When that
is done, go to step two, which is to update your domain name system records,
or DNS records.
The domain name I am using as an example in this tutorial is at GoDaddy, so
I will sign into GoDaddy, click the edit domain, click to edit the DNS zone
file, and update the mail exchanger records, or MX record, to
MX.Pawnmail.com. You can see that I removed one record and updated the
other from their default settings to match what Pawnmail told me to setup.
Make sure you save your configuration before you leave that page. If the
DNS has not propagated yet from GoDaddy to the rest of the Internet, which
Pawnmail says can take up to 24 hours, then you will see this error message.
"MX record of domain name not yet configured." Wait a little while. It could
take minutes or hours.
You can check the MX records using a third party tool at MXToolbox.com.
Here, I see that my records have been updated properly, so I will go back to
Pawnmail now and try to sign in again. Now I am in.
You can create an account by typing a username and password. If you do not
like it, just click the account username and you can delete it. If your creating
an account, stick with standard formatting, like FirstName@DomainName or
First.LastName@DomainName to look more professional. Once the email
account is setup, you can click the webmail link and enter the full email
address and password to access your email.
There are no messages in this account yet because I just created it, so let's
send one from my other email account. After a few moments, the email
shows up. I can see graphics, click links, etc. It is a full webmail console.
You can reply to email using Pawnmail's webmail console, but notice that it
shows up from your email address by default. I recommend that you make
sure it shows up from your full name so that you look more professional to
the email recipient. To update your name, go to settings, then identities, click
the account and type in your full name as the display name. You can also add
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your full name, then your business name, for example, if you want it to show
up from your name, the business name to look more professional.
Then, when you send an email, your full name shows up as the from name in
addition to the email address. Because email you send and receive is not
encrypted on the Pawnmail server, it is susceptible to being hacked and
stolen. As a result, do not store confidential information in this account. I
recommend you delete the account as soon as you no longer have a need for
it. And finally, go back into your DNS zone file at your registrar and remove
the MX record for Pawnmail, which will prevent any received email from
going to Pawnmail and Pawnmail from being able to send any email from
this domain in the future.
Lastly, if you use this service, please consider making a small donation to
Andrew Belt, so he has the funds to keep this service running. Each email
account only costs six cents per year, so send him a few dollars and you will
be ensuring that Pawnmail stays up and running for a long time to come.
Now, if you want to ensure that DomainSherpa stays up and running for a
long time, please watch these final three sponsor messages. Thanks.
First, if you’re buying a domain name from a private party and want to know
what else they own, DomainIQ.com is the tool you should be using. View
their entire portfolio, filter by Estibot value and be a better investor. $49.95
for 250 queries per month. Visit DomainIQ.com/portfolio to learn more.
Second, Efty was built by domain investors to increase your inquiries, sales
and profit. Forget spreadsheets and archived emails — manage your entire
investment portfolio in one place using a secure and completely confidential
platform. Learn more at Efty.com, that’s e – f – t – y, Efty.com.
Finally, if you’re struggling with how to buy, sell, and value domain names,
you need to check-out DNAcademy.com. Published by me, Michael Cyger of
DomainSherpa, and trusted by Uniregistry to train their new employees, you
too can learn using the DNAcademy accelerated learning system for domain
name investing. Learn more at DNAcademy.com.
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Watch the full video at:
http://www.domainsherpa.com/free-email-hosting/
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